The comparison behaviors of some scintillators for radiation shielding
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Abstract

In this research, the photon interaction of NaI:Tl, LiI:Tl and CsI:Tl scintillators have been comparative studied. The photon interaction effectiveness of scintillators was investigated by determine mass attenuation coefficient (μm) and half value layer (HVL) at photon energy ranging 1 keV – 100 GeV using WinXCom computer software program. Build–up factors were computed by Geometric Progression (G–P) fitting formula at energy ranging 15 keV – 15 MeV up to 40 mfp penetration depth. The result shown that, CsI:Tl scintillator was excellent at interacting with photons. This study indicated that CsI:Tl can be developed for radiation detectors and sensors.
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1. Introduction

Now a day, scintillator materials have been used widely in many sectors of ionizing radiation detection such as technology of medical and astrophysical, high-energy particle in physics, nuclear fusion reactor [1, 2]. To apply and utilizing the scintillator materials, the fundamental knowledge for probability of photon interaction values such as μm, half value layer (HVL) and build–up factors (BFs) is important value to considered [3, 4]. Due to these values discuss the penetration of ionizing radiation in medium. These values are related to each other which HVL and BFs values can be obtained using μm value [5]. So, the accurate μm is required because of this value is basic result has been used to explained in several ionizing radiation sectors such as clinical computed tomography (CT) [6], gamma densitometry [7] and radiation shielding [8].

In the sector of radiation interaction with medium, the probability of interaction will high when medium had large atomic number and density. Scintillator once of material which has high atomic number and density, in addition there are several researchers were studied the radiation interaction [5, 9, 10]. NaI:Tl scintillator, one of scintillator which easy to prepared, cheap and widely used in neutron and X/γ ray detectors [11, 12] as well as LiI:Tl and CsI:Tl scintillators are widely use under neutron and X/γ ray [13, 14].

In this context, the quantities of photon interaction for scintillators were calculated. The values of photon interaction, μm, and HVL were simulated at energy ranging 1 keV – 100 GeV by WinXCom program which these energy ranging were covered the main photon interaction (photoelectric effect, Compton scattering and pair production) while BFs (exposure build-up and energy absorption build–up factors; EBF and EABF) were computed at energy ranging 15 keV–15 MeV using G–P fitting.
2. Materials and Methods

**Mass attenuation coefficient and half value layer**

$\mu_n$ of scintillators was calculated theoretically by using mixture rule and WinXCOM software program and using following by Eq. (1) [15, 16]:

$$\mu_m = \sum_{i=1}^{n} w_i \mu_{mi}$$

(1)

here $w_i$ and $\mu_{mi}$ are weight fraction and mass attenuation coefficients of constituent elements, respectively.

$HVL$ of scintillators was evaluated by using linear attenuation coefficient ($\mu$) as following by Eq. (2) [17, 18]:

$$HVL = \frac{0.693 \mu}{\sqrt{m}}$$

(2)

**Build-up factors**

The $BF$s are basically value used design medium for radiation shielding. $BF$s separated two types, 1. EBF and 2. EABF which obtained by computing from G–P fitting method at energy ranging 0.015 – 15 MeV and these values can be following Eq. (3 – 5). Firstly, it is very important to know that the equivalent atomic number ($Z_{eq}$) values must lie at specific energy between $Z_1$ and $Z_2$ atomic numbers ($Z_1 < Z_{eq} < Z_2$) [19, 20].

$$B(E,x) = 1 + \frac{b-1}{K} (K^{-1} - 1), K \neq 1$$

(3)

$$B(E,x) = 1 + (b-1)x, K = 1$$

(4)

where E and K are photon energy and photon dose multiplication factor, respectively and K was obtained from Eq. (5):

$$K(E,x) = \left(\frac{x}{x_k} - 2\right) - \tanh(\frac{-2}{1 - \tanh(-2)}), x \leq 40 \text{ mfp}$$

(5)

here x is deep penetration in mfp (cm), and b is buildup factor at 1 mfp and a, b, c, d and X_k are G–P fitting parameters.

3. Results and Discussion

The samples and properties for scintillators are listed in Table 1. The $\mu_n$ and $HVL$ with energy for scintillators were presented in Fig. 1 and 2, respectively.

The EBF and EABF values of scintillators with energies were presented in Fig. 3 – 6.

![Fig. 1 $\mu_n$ with energy for scintillators at 1 keV to 100 GeV.](image1)

![Fig. 2 $HVL$ with energy for scintillators at 1 keV to 100 GeV.](image2)

**Mass Attenuation Coefficient**

Photoelectric absorption effect (PE), Compton scattering (C) and pair production (PP) interaction are important processes of photon with medium. These interactions of scintillator can be discussed by total $\mu_n$ with photon energy, as shown in Fig. 1. This figure exhibits that at low energy ranging ($E < 0.15$ MeV), intermediate energy ranging ($0.15 < E < 1.50$ MeV), and high energy ranging ($E > 1.5$ MeV) are three energy ranging for interaction processes. From Fig. 1, the $\mu_n$ values of scintillators decrease quickly, from $7.801 \times 10^2$ to $6.112 \times 10^1$, $8.636 \times 10^1$ to $6.676 \times 10^1$ and $9.234 \times 10^1$ to $7.291 \times 10^1$ cm$^2$ g$^{-1}$ for NaI:Tl, LiI:Tl and CsI:Tl for scintillator, respectively, and energy increases up to 0.15 MeV. At these energy ranging, graphs are not continuous because of K–, L–, and M– absorption edges, as shown in Table 2 due to PE. This $\mu_n$ behavior with energy may be PE cross–section which according to Eq.$^{50}$. At energy ranging $0.15 < E < 1.50$ MeV, $\mu_n$ values for scintillators vary slowly, from 0.661 to 0.047, 0.668 to 0.046 and 0.729 to 0.046 cm$^2$ g$^{-1}$ for NaI:Tl, LiI:Tl and CsI:Tl, respectively. This $\mu_n$ values is difference due to process of C is main mechanism. As, C cross–section process is according to $E^{-1}$ and linearly varies with Z number. At energy ranging $1.50$ MeV – $100$ GeV, $\mu_n$ values increase slowly like constant and high. This result indicated that $\mu_n$ values were depend

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Density (g cc$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NaI:Tl</td>
<td>3.67</td>
<td>[21, 22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiI:Tl</td>
<td>4.10</td>
<td>[22]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CsI:Tl</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>[21]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Table 1 Properties of some scintillators.*
on composition of scintillators and PP is main one. Lastly, the results shown that CsI:Tl scintillator had the highest $\mu_m$.

**Half value layer**

The $\text{HVL}$ result is the most suitable quantity explaining photon interaction with material. For the best photon interaction with material, lower $\text{HVL}$ value is required. The $\text{HVL}$ values as a function of photon energy are plotted in Fig. 2. From figure, at photon energy ranging 1 – 80 keV, $\text{HVL}$ are independent from the sample composition. And then, $\text{HVL}$ values increase until energy increases to 5, 5 and 4 MeV for NaI:Tl, LiI:Tl and CsI:Tl, respectively. Above 3 GeV, $\text{HVL}$ values as a function of photon energy are plotted in Fig. 2. From figure, at photon energy ranging 1 – 80 keV, $\text{HVL}$ are independent from the sample composition. And then, $\text{HVL}$ values increase until energy increases to 5, 5 and 4 MeV for NaI:Tl, LiI:Tl and CsI:Tl, respectively. Above 3 GeV, $\text{HVL}$ values are depended on composition of scintillators, and $\text{HVL}$ values of CsI:Tl is lower than NaI:Tl and LiI:Tl. The result of $\text{HVL}$ indicated that CsI:Tl is excellent photon interaction.

EBF and EABF values with energy ranging 15 keV – 15 MeV at 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 mfp deep penetration of scintillators mediums have been exhibited in Fig. 3 – 4. These figure presents that the EBF and EABF maximum values are depended on composition of scintillator and deep penetration. It is clearly that EBF and EABF values increase until maximum value with increasing energy, and then decrease with increasing energy. At low energy ranging, EBF and EABF values are lowest due to a great amount photon were absorbed which PP is main interaction process. At intermediate energy ranging, EBF and EABF values are highest due to C is main interaction process. At high energy ranging, photons have been absorbed again due to PP is main interaction process. The results of EBF and EABF for scintillators have sharp magnitude which may be occurred from K-absorption edges for each element. Due to multiple scattering were occurred at high deep penetration so the highest values of EBF and EABF were found at 40 mfp deep penetration while the lowest values were found at 1 mfp. Fig. 5 – 6 present EBF and EABF with deep penetration for scintillators at 1, 10, 20 and 40 mfp. CsI:Tl scintillator had the smallest EBF and EABF values, this indicate that CsI:Tl scintillator is excellent at interacting with photons.

**Table 2 Absorption edges (keV) for element.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>Z</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>L₁</th>
<th>L₂</th>
<th>L₃</th>
<th>M₁</th>
<th>M₂</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Na</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td>5.188</td>
<td>4.852</td>
<td>4.557</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>33.17</td>
<td>5.714</td>
<td>5.359</td>
<td>5.012</td>
<td>1.217</td>
<td>1.065</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cs</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>35.98</td>
<td>5.188</td>
<td>4.852</td>
<td>4.557</td>
<td>1.072</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exposure Buildup Factors and Energy Absorption Buildup Factors**

![Fig. 3(a–c): EBF for scintillators with energy at 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 mfp.](image)
Fig. 4(a – c): EABF for scintillators with energy at 1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 40 mfp.

Fig. 5(a – d): EBF with energy at 1, 10, 20 and 40 mfp.
4. Conclusion

The photon interaction with materials values, mass attenuation coefficient and half value layer have been determined using WinXCom software program at energy ranging 1 keV – 100 GeV of NaI:Tl, LiI:Tl and CsI:Tl scintillators. The EBF and EABF values at energy ranging 15 keV – 15 MeV and deep penetration until 40 mfp have been estimated using G–P fitting method for all scintillators. The estimating values indicated that CsI:Tl presented excellent at interacting with photons because of it had the highest mass attenuation coefficient values while half value layer and buildup factors values lowest.
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